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Since man first began to reflect upon the universe in
general, and his own personhood in particular, deeply perplex¬
ing has he found many of the issues which have pervaded his
mental world. Certainly religious thinkers on all parts of
the globe have been no less subject to the complexity and
bewilderment of ultimate questions. In the Christian tradition
alone this very same difficulty in finding answers to life's
most urgent concerns has been evidenced time and time again,
even to this present day. What is truth? What is justice?
What is love? At what point does human life begin and end?
What is happiness? The tendency to address these ideas and
others makes it clear that man's quest for meaning is crucial
to an understanding of where and who he is.
By far, the philosophical and theological conception
which has posed the greatest challenge to me personally (and
probably to most persons who ever cared to think about it)
is the dilemma of theodicy. In light of traditional Christian
ideas concerning the attributes of God, how is it that we rec¬
oncile the despicable presence of human pain and suffering
(evil) with the notion of a good, just, merciful, loving, and
omnipotent God? The problem has been posed this way: either
God is able to prevent evil and will not, or He is willing to
prevent it and cannot. If the former. He is not merciful;
if the latter, He is not omnipotent.
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There have been a variety of efforts to speak meaning¬
fully of God's responsibility for and/or participation in
human pain and suffering. It has been properly suggested
that human decision is an important factor to be considered.
Consequences of existing as a part of the natural order should
also be given serious attention. Even the appeals that there
are secondary benefits of evil, such as the challenge to
perseverance and accomplishment must not be overlooked. But
the crucial question yet remains: can traditional ways of
speaking of God's omnipotence and justice,, etc,.speak meaning¬
fully to modern man?
At this point we may include a central task of the
artist; to communicate "reality" as he experiences it. That
which is communicated is "religious" to the extent that it
addresses itself implicitly or explicitly to the ultimate
questions of life. Regardless of the medium, be it music,
dance, drama, painting, sculpture, or architecture, the artist
may in many ways emerge as a prophet-priest of culture. And
wide is the influence of the accomplished artist in a culture
whose "nickname" is audio-visual: a culture in which a motion
picture of Erich Segal's Love Story would have a larger audi¬
ence than Archibald MacLeish's play J,.B, , and that a larger
reading than the Biblical book of JobI
Let us therefore use the art form of drama as a case
study approach to the question of theodicy. The theatre allows
us to create and recreate life situations which are acted out
before us. The characters, dialogue, set, properties, sound
effects, lighting, etc. all aid our ability to experience
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that aspect of reality which has "leaped" from the written
script and onto the stage of our lives. The "antagonist"
and "protagonist" components common to much literature will
also serve us well,. Hopefully the combined elements of drama
may effectively inhibit the tendency to suppress, repress,
and rationalize in our efforts to retreat from the harsh realities
of life.
For our purposes there are three perspectives which might
guide an interpretation of "Hidden Presence": 1) the theolog¬
ical (verbal content of the script); 2) the psychological
(dynamics of interpersonal and intrapersonal behavior); and
3) the artistic (emphasis on dramatic integrity). Clearly
these three perspectives interpenetrate one another and are
not distinct in "living form," However, it will be the inten¬
tion of this present critique to engage in an assessment, analysis,
and interpretation of the specifically theological content
of the script, but without absolute exclusion of psychological
and/or artistic considerations.
The drama takes place within a black community in the
fictional location of Peaceful Valley, Kansas, in the third
quarter of this present century. This play seeks to speak
meaningfully of that aspect of life (human pain and suffering)
which bids us to explore the very foundations of human existence.
The plea is for a religious faith that avoids escapism and
addresses itself realistically and viably to life as we know
it to be, "Hidden Presence" has been performed at the inter¬
denominational Theological Center, Atlanta, Georgia, and a
copyright is soon forthcoming.
THE PLAY





(age 27) Chris is a recent seminary
graduate, assuming the pastorate of his
first church. Chris is a serious-minded,
reflective, sensitive, and yet eager
individual, who has committed himself
to a life of professional Christian
service. The influence of his parents
upon his general orientation toward
ministry is obvious.
(age 26) There is a very clear transition
in the life of Marie from a state bubbling
with excitement and happiness "through"
great bereavement and anguish of heart,
to severe depression and suicide.
(age 49) To some extent Catherine has
lived "in the shadow" of her more domin¬
eering husband. However, she is not
weaki Her's is a quiet strength actual¬
ized and felt in moments of crisis.
(age 52—pastor of 30 years) Joseph
carries the weight of his experiences
into all of his interactions. In his
years in the ministry he has accumulated
much practical information and wisdom.







(age 51) Ethel fits the image of the
typical "busybody" who thrives on hearsay,
gossip, and fanciful imaginings. She
is bent on making others unhappy (as
a result of her own unhappiness),
(age 49—chairman of deacon board)
James is convinced of his own importance,
particularly with regard to church
authority. Underlying the facade is a
lack of credibility, which is sometimes
referred to as "twofaced,"
(age 26) Promiscuity is the "snake"
which has wrapped itself tightly around
the scaly surface of this woman's body
and soul. Deception is her poisonous
venom,-
He projects the capacity for luatamed
harm and destruction.
This group of persons must be attentive
and sensitive to those segments of the
church setting which need the congre¬





(Setting: parsonage living room, Chris and Marie unpacking)
Marie: Our very first home I I'm so excited. , , there must
be a million things to dol
Chris: Between getting things settled here in the parsonage
and preparing for my installation this Sunday, we'll
have our hands full,
Marie: I do hope your parents will be able to make it here
for the installation. It would mean so much to us and
them. Especially your father, since he has looked
forward so long to the day he would install you in
your first church,
Chris: I have a lot of respect for my father.
Marie: I know you do, and so do I,
Chris: I know he's not perfect- or anything. But he has done
so much to encourage others, despite hardship in his
own life. I wish there were more people in the world
like him. People who understand that integrity is one
of life's most valued treasures.
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Marie: I wonder how many pastors understand that, (mutual
laughter)
Chris: Not very many it seems, , * Not very many, (pause)
(baby crying) Grace is awake.
Marie: She must be hungry. Chris, you get her bottle while
I change her diaper. . . On second thought, it's your
turn to change the diaper, and I'll get her bottle.
(Chris moves into bedroom while Kiarie goes for bottle, Chris
returns to sofa with Grace in arms, playing with her.)
Marie: You know, God has really been good to us Chris, Little
Grace has made our marriage complete, I feel guilty
sometimes that we aren't grateful enough.
Chris: I wouldn't go as far as to say we're selfish or anything.
Marie: No, I didn't say that. It's just that, , .well, I
don't know. You and Grace mean so much to me,
(knock at door. Chris gives baby to Marie and answers door.
Enter deacon and wife—James and Ethel Paine)
Chris: We'll it's Leacon and Mrs. Paine, Won't you come in.
James: We were in the area and felt vje should officially
welcome you to Peaceful Valley. I felt I should also
fill the pastor in on decision-making procedure at our
church.
Chris: Won't you sit down
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(Chris and James move to the sofa and carry on silent conversation
Marie and Ethel move to table.)
Ethel: Yes, It's wonderful to have you and your husband with us,
just wonderful. And since you're living in the parsonage
and not your own home, we'll be seeing each other auite
frequently. James and I are responsible for basic up¬
keep of this dainty little abode, (pause) By the
vjay, Mrs. Peterson, what were you before you married
the Reverend?
Marie: (somewhat annoyed by the question) Single, (Begins
to fondle baby)
Ethel: What a lovely, healthy babyl
Marie: We love Grace very, very much.
Ethel: Is Reverend the father?
Marie: No, he's not.
Ethel: May I ask who the father is?
Marie: (pause) Why, God of coursel (laughing)
Ethel: (half-heartedly) That's very funny,
Marie: Do you have children? (Chris and James move toward
their wives)
Ethel: Yes, we have three. All grown and married with children
of their own, and all so far away. We hardly ever get
to see them and they won't even write.
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Marie: I wonder why, . , Oh, I should have offered you and
your husband coffee.
James: No thank you, Mrs, Peterson, we'll be on our way now.
Chris: We certainly appreciate your coming by and giving us
your "official" welcome. See you Sunday morning.
James: Good-bye, (exit James and Ethel)
Chris & Marie: Good-bye,
Marie: Did you hear what that vfoman had the audacity to ask me?
Chris: Did you hear what that man had the nerve to tell me?
Marie: Mrs, Paine asked me in a very suggestive way what I
was before I married you. Then she asked me if you
were the father of our child!
Chris: Mr, Paine "advised" that whenever I had a proposal to
take before the official board for approval, I should
consult him first; as if he were planning on being my
personal counselor!
Marie: If that woman thinks that she's gonna be prancing over
here every week to check on this house, she must be
out of her mind.
Chris: We'll just have to make it clear where we are on matters
like that and let that be it. (pause) I guess this is
just part of what Dad has always referred to as the
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Chris; "challenge of the ministry," I don't think we can ask
con't.
these people to be anything but what they are. We
just have to understand, accept and love them as best
we can,
Karie: Yeah, But I can see already that it's not always
going to be very easy,
Chris; I never promised you that it would be easy as a pastor's
wife. But I believe we can make it together if we
really try. And that nothing can stop the locomotive
of our love if we're on the right trackI
(Chris and Marie return to their play with Grace.)
(CURTAIN)
Scene 2
(Setting: Santuary of Peaceful Valley)
Joseph: . . .And so to the pastor and to this congregation,
if you would remain true to your calling, by allowing
the spirit of the living God to direct the ministry of
this church, so that you might be replenished with
fresh and creative zeal so desperately needed in work
such as ours. . . If you would dare envision your
sacred challenge, by acknowledging God's providential,
redeeming activity among the people of faith, providing
the ever available strength to proclaim His salvation,,
then, . .
"Lift up your eyes unto the hills from whence cometh
your help. Your help comes from the Lord, who made
heaven and earth. He will not suffer your foot to be
moved. He that keeps you will not slumber, behold he
that keeps Israel will neither slumber nor sleep. The
Lord is your keeper. The Lord is the shade upon your
right hand. Therefore the sun shall not smite you by
day nor the moon by night. The Lord shall preserve
your going out and your coming in this time forth and
even forever more,"
Musical selection: "All my help" (congregation)
t
Chris: To'my father. Joint official board, members and friends
I would like to take this opportunity to state my
acceptance of the challenge to which the pastorate of
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Chris: this church calls me. May I ever remain faithful to
con’t
to this call, earnestly seeking that which I believe
to be in accord with the will of God, I invite your
prayerful attention to the matter of this being a co¬
operative venture, in which all of us must strive for
the enabling power of God’s presence to work a miracle
through our lives, I come here, not with false hopes
and unreasonable expectations, but with the firm con¬
viction that God was in Jesus Christ, reconciling this
world unto himself. So we too must give every ovince
of our lives, so that we might be instruments in the
hand of God, calling this world to its fulfillm.ent in
Him. God love us.
James: Let the church say amen. Say it again1 Truly this has
been a wondrous occasion. It's been real nice. From
the speaker. Dr, Peterson, to the choirs, the usher
board, and the pastor's remarks, ^ust everything's
been real nice. And I want to say that we here^at
Peaceful Valley Baptist Church have been richly blessed
to be here today with all of these good things going
on. I remember some 40 years ago v/hen Brother Daniels,
Brother Roberts, Brother Chambers and Brother McNeil
and their families founded this church. Their meeting
place was nothin but a few boards and tar paper. But
the Scripture says that where five or six are gathered
in name, there shall I be in the midst of them, and




pastor was Rev, Sykes, who did much for our v^elfare.
Then Rev. T.L, Jackson came and was able to help us
get a building from some white folk moving out of the
area. Yes, Rev. Jackson nearly nut us on welfare.
When our last pastor, Reverend Allison was:sent to us,
we found ourselves on the verge of spiritual and
financial posterity. So through the years this church
has known constant growth and precipitation. We are
certain that with God's help Pastor Pete will lead us
on to the Promised Land, I have already assured him
that if there is anything whatsoever that I can do to
aid him in the process, he is to contact me immediately,
(Turning to Chris) Once again, my number is 567-9245,
Musical selection: 1®^ verse "Blest be the tie" (congregation)
Joseph; (benediction) Now unto him that is able to keep you
from falling, and to present you faultless before the
presence of his glory with exceeding joy. To the only
wise God our Saviour, be glory and majesty, dominion





(Setting: Parsonage Living room—Chris at table typing,
Marie on sofa strumming guitar)
Marie: What time did you say your parents were coming over?
Chris: I thought surely they would be here by now. Dad is
usually very prompt about most things, (pause) Oh,
I forgot. Dad said he wanted to stop at a department
store and buy a few things for Grace. I tried to talk
him out of it, but you know how sucessful I was,
Marie: Grace really means a lot to your parents, not in a
possessive kind of vjay, but more of a deep appreciation
of her,
(knock at door)
Chris: That must be them now, (answers door, enter Joseph
and Catherine) Come right in. Come right in,
(all move toward sofa and chair)
Catherine: The lines in the stores were so long and the
traffic everywhere was so heavy, we didn't know if we
were going to get here or not. One woman in line had
three baskets full of small toys and tried to pay for
them all in pennies 1 (Laughter)
Joseph: Where's my granddaughter?
Marie: She's been napping. I'll get her. (goes to bedroom)
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Catherine: You need not wake her up. She can try these things
on at another time.
Marie: (reacting to strange stillness of Grace) Chris, would
you come here please? Grace doesn't appear to be
breathing. (exit Chris) Why is she not breathing
Chris? Oh, GodI My babyl My baby! Something's
wrong with my babyl
(Chris enters living room with child in arms)
Chris: Dad will you go with me to the hospital? Marie,
maybe you should stay here with Mom,
(Catherine attempts to restrain Marie)
Marie: No, I want to come along. Something's wrong with my
baby. How could you ask me to stay here? Grace is not
breathing,
(Joseph restrains Marie)
Joseph: Marie, it would be better if you and Catherine were to
wait here. We'll get word of Grace to you just as
soon as we can. Believe me, I know your concern. But
I think it best that you stay at home. Will you do that
for me?
(As father and son exit with Grace, Marie continues to express
her feelings of shock and distress.)
Marie: I know Grace will he all right. I just know she will
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Catherine: Sit down and try to calm yourself, Marie,
Marie: Yes, yes that’s it, . . calm myself, I imagine as a
minister's wife I must learn to pray at moments like
this. If it's God's will that my baby is, . sick, then
I must ask God to strengthen me. But God my baby is
so young, so young. Why didn't You let me have an
accident or something? But I know You know best, God,
There was a reason You gave us Grace, there is a reason
You have temporarily taken her away. Forgive me God
for being selfish. You gave us Your only begotten Son
Jesus Christ who suffered, bled and died on Calvary's
cross for the sins of the world, (cry) My babyI
Catherine: Here, take these and you'll feel better, (aspirin)
Marie: There are times v/hen aspirin don't do me very much
good. They aren't enough. I need to understand life
and be understood, (cry) I'll save the aspirin for
the next time I catch cold.
Catherine: You're right Marie, you don't need aspirin as much
as you need an answer,
Marie: Why haven't they called yet. The hospital is just
three blocks away. Chris knows that I'd want him to
call me as soon as he found out anything, (stand up)
I'm going to call the hospital, (pause) No, I think
I'll just wait. I want to knovj and yet I don't want




enough. Just the other day I mentioned to Chris how
blessed we were and that we should give thanks more.
I was feeling so guilty. Maybe the Spirit was trying
to warn us. We've been ungrateful and now God is
punishing us!
Catherine: Marie 1 Don't talk that way.
Marie: But it's true! It's true! (falls to her knees,
hands clasped) Oh, God we're sorry for not listening
to You. Please spare my baby. And from now on each
and every day we'll praise Your name for all You've
done for us. If only You'll same my Grace! Touch us
with Your finger of mercy. . . (cry)
(enter Chris and Joseph)
Marie: (to Chris) How is she?
Chris: (remains silent)
Marie: (to Joseph) How is she?
Joseph: (remains silent)
Marie: (turns to Chris) Are you satisfied now young preacher?
I told you we weren't grateful enough! But you insisted
that I was wrong. Now we've lost our child, Grace
is dead! Did you hear that? Grace is dead! (runs
into bedroom. Catherine follows shortly thereafter)
(Chris standing at table, Joseph seated on sofa, no conversation
between Chris and Joseph until Catherine returns)
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(enter Catherine)
Catherine: What did they say was the cause of death?
Joseph: Crib death.
Catherine: Crib death, I've heard of that. Do you know
anything about it?
Joseph: It's also referred to as "sudden unexplained infant
death syndrome." Many persons have given explanations
for its cause, but no one is sure. Doctors estimate
some 10,000 infants die in this country alone of crib
death each year.
(Chris breaks into tears)
Joseph; One doctor pointed out that neither suffocation nor
obvious infection were responsible. Therefore parents
should not feel guilty, there was nothing they could
do.
(Chris walks slowly toward bedroom, Marie comes out of the




(Setting: Sanctuary of Peaceful Valley—Grace's funeral)
Chris: Scripture—IIKings 4:18-26 (RSV),
When the child had grovm, he went out one day
to his father among the reapers. And he said to
his father, "Oh, my head, my headi" The father
said to his servant, "Carry him to his mother."
And when he had lifted him, and brought him to
his mother, the child sat on her lap till noon,
and then he died. And she went up and laid him
on the bed of the man of God, and shut the door
upon him, and went out. Then she called to her
husband, and said, "Send me one of the servants
and one of the asses, that I may quickly go to
the man of God, and come back again." And he
said, "Why will you go to him today? It is
neither new moon nor sabbath." She said, "It
will be well." Then she saddled the ass, and
she said to her servant, "Urge the beast on;,
do not slacken the pace for me unless I tell
you." So she set out, and came to the man of
God at Mount Carmel. When the man of God saw
her coming, he said to Geha'zi his servant,
'Look yonder is the Shu'naramite; run at once to
meet her, and say to her, "Is it well with you?
Is it well with your husband? Is it well with the
child?"' And she answered, "It is well."
Joseph: Let us pray together: Eternal and most gracious God,
having ordered all Creation and having claimed our
brief moments upon this earth for Yourself; we take
comfort in singing—When peace like a river attendeth
our way. And sorrows like sea billows roll. What¬
ever our lot. Thou hast taught us to say "It is well,
it is well with my soul,"
We ask in this moment of bereavement that You grant
us enough of Your consolation to say, "It is well,"
We cannot pretend we do not feel the anguish of our
hearts, but we'd still like to say, "It is well,"
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Joseph: We dare not suggest that You remove the circumstances,
(con't)
just help us say, "It is well,"
Fierce doubt and confusion would have us do their
bidding, but though Satan should buffet and trials
should come, we'll let this blest assurance control:
That Christ hath regarded our helpless estate and
hath shed His own blood for our souls. It is wellI
Certainly sol It's all right 1 So be iti It is wellI
Amen,
Marie: (Musical Selection^j—"When Peace Like a River"
Chris: (Eulogy)
As we commemorate the life of Grace Marie Peterson,
I invite your attention to words of healing from St,
Francis of Assisi . as he prayed: "Lord grant me the
serenity to accept the things I cannot change; the
courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to
know the difference."
First is the matter of coming to grips with that
which we cannot alter, by admitting our human limit¬
ations, so that we might gain better understanding
of our relationship to God.
I have wondered from time to time what it would be
like to be able to change the sequence of the four
seasons, or to disturb the earth's orbit; or on a
different level, to be able to make a rose live longer,
or to transform an acorn into an oak tree faster.
Yet all of these represent instances of human limitation
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Chris: in a world only partially within our mind's grasp,.
(con*t)
But by accepting this same limitation, we are
enabled to experience the awesome wonder of the Spirit
of God in a new way. Our souls are quieted from the
agonizing noise of despair and our eyes are opened to
the infinite possibilities of God awaiting those who
remain faithful to Him,
Secondly, is the concern of acting upon those things
we can alter for good, giving the full measure of our
time and energy so that we may claim our union as
Instruments of God.
We may never know how much of life is wasted when
we allow ourselves to smother in the deep fog of self
pity. This is not to suggest that we should not feel
regret upon the loss of loved ones. But we must move
on to use our resources in as creative a fashion as
possible, for the sustenance of life.
By rendering to God the best of our service we dis¬
cover that we are executing that which H e ordained us
to do from the beginning of Creation. We will have
taken firm hold on God's purpose for our lives, despite
pain and suffering.
Finally comes the critical area of allowing the
experience of God's omniscience to direct our lives,
daily seeking his will, so that we are ever true in
our commitment to Him,
So much of life is attitudinal. So valuable is the
lesson that it matters not so much what happens, but
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Chris: rather how we react to what happens. If we could only
(con't)
bring ourselves to allow God to determine our actions
and reactions along life's narrow way.
By doing so, we affirm God's universal sovereignity
in all our thought, word, and deed. Even the uncer¬
tainty of the future and the inevitability of death
itself can not far remove us from God's omnipresence.
And so Lord, as we mark tribute to Grace Marie
Peterson, grant us the serenity to accept our inability
to change the fact of her death; the courage to change
the innumerable things we can; and Your divine wisdom





Waitress; Table for two? Eight this way please. Here are
your menus.
(Chris & Marie confer over menues)
Chris; We'll both have the sirloin special.
Waitress: And to drink?
Chris: Milk please.
Waitress: Thank you very much, (exit)
Marie: I remember when I first got the news that I was pregnant,
I never knew I could be so happy, I wanted to tell
the whole world that I was going to have a baby. Our
phone bill was so high that month, you'd think I had
told the whole world, (smile) Then came the waiting.
It seemed as if Grace would never get here. But at
last on that Easter Sunday morning we received her as
as a gift from God. You were so confused that first
you drove us to the Army Reserve Base, then to the
High School Gymnasium, then of all places, back to
the Church! (laughter, crying, laughter, crying)
I'm going to the powder room, (exit)
Waitress: Here is your water. Will there be. . .anything
else?
Chris: No, that will be all, thank you.
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Waitress; You don't understand my question, Reverend Peterson,
I'm making you an offer it would be a sin to refuse,
(sits down) I've had my eye on you since you delivered
your trial sermon at the church, I've been determined
to have you as my own and I won't accept no for an
answer. Or are you still pretending that one woman
is sufficient? As the old question goes, "What, could
she possibly have that I don't have?"
Chris; The answer to that question is really quite simple, . ,
Me,
Waitress; (stands and moves closer, appearing more seductive)
I warn you. Reverend, I have ways of making it very
difficult for men who do not comply with my requests,
I'm a very demanding woman, and I have certain needs
which must be met. So Reverend, think about it. We
both know you want me. Why fight it? (exit)
(enter Marie)
Marie; What was the waitress talking to you about?
Chris; She wanted us to know that she attends Peaceful Valley,
(pause) Marie, why don't we think about trying to have
another child soon?
Marie: Do you think that will make everything all right?
What if it's not God's will for us to have another
child?
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Chris: Our reason to have another child is not to replace
Grace, but rather as a way of saying that life is still
good and that our marriage is still productive,
Marie: Maybe we should wait a while first. I wouldn't want
to be haunted by the fear of the same thing happening
to our second child that happened to Grace,
Chris: Marie, we'll never have any guarantee that the same
thing won't happen. Life's that way,
Marie: But why shouldn't we have a guarantee? We haven't
been such horrible people. We're just two young persons
trying to get started in life. Couldn't God give us
a little help?
Chris: Now there is no point in suggesting that God is in
any way responsible for our bereavement. I don't
believe God wanted our baby to die,
Marie: Then why did He let it happen? He's supposed to be
omnipotent! (pause) If only our baby were alive. If
only Grace was alive,




(Setting; Parsonage living room)
(Knock at the door, Marie answers door, enter masked man)
(He immediately pushes Marie down on sofa waving gun in her face
Marie terrified. Then he begins to ransack living room as if
in search of something. Upon discovering money, masked man
then turns to Marie and forces her to bedroom for sexual
assualt. Exit intruder. Very mechanically and in, withdrawn,
disillusioned fashion, Marie begins to tidy up the living room,
Chris returns home. . .)
Chris; I'll tell you. I didn't have a free minute today.
Between meetings with official board members, special
day committees, the Baptist ministers alliance, and
City Council, I hardly had time for lunch! It was
really a different feeling not participating just as
an observer, but as the pastor of Peaceful Valley,
I know I've got a lot to learn yet, but I felt sort
of important, You know what I mean?
Marie; (blank stare)
Chris; How did you spend your day?
Marie; Well, after you left this morning I did a little
straightning up. Then your mother called and we talked
for a little while. After we finished talking I read




Death and Dyin^. Then I decided to do some sewing-
Let's see, what else was there? Oh, yes, and then





(Setting; Sanctuary of Peaceful Valley)
Chris: Scripture—Psalm 13 (RSV),
How long, 0 Lord? Wilt thou forget me forever?
How long wilt thou hide thy face from me?
How long must I bear pain in my soul, and have
sorrow in ray heart all the day?
How long shall my enemy be exalted over me?
Consider and answer me, 0 Lord my God;
Lighten my eyes, lest I sleep the sleep of death;
Lest my enemy say, "I have prevailed over him;
Lest ray foes rejoice because I am shaken.
But I have trusted in thy steadfast love;
My heart shall rejoice in thy salvation,
I will sing to the Lord, because He has dealt
bountifully with me.
Joseph:(prayer) Eternal God, our Father, we bow humbly and
reverently to increase our faith in Your faithfulness,
to increase our hope in Your hope, to increase our
love for Your love. Though there be moments of adversity
in which Your presence seems hidden from us, we ask
that You would assure us by Your Holy Spirit, that You
will never leave nor forsake us. And that.You have
destined us to be Your sons and daughters through
Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen,
Musical selection: "The Lord is Blessing Me" (congregation)
Chris: (sermon)
Let's all say, amen! Surely the Lord i^ blessing us
all, right now! We devote a lot of time talking about
the sacrifices of discipLeship, but we need to focus
in on the rewards of discipleship. God has blessed
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Chris: each of us in so many ways. We have too much to be
(con*t)
grateful for to ever become bitter toward life. The
Lord is blessing us, . . (Pause. . .tears, . .exit)
Closing hymn: “God be with you" (1 verse)
Joseph: (benediction)
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of
God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit, be with you
all. Amen,
Hymn: "God be with you" (1 verse)
Waitress; (with an air of falsehood) I tried to tell him it
wouldn't work. Now his conscience is killing him.
We should have just stayed out of each others lives.
Marie: Whatever are you talking about?
Waitress: Oh, Mrs. Petersonl Forgive me for thinking out loud.
But maybe it's about time you found out anyway, (pause)
After all, we have been sharing the same man. (exit)
Marie: I don't believe you! You're lying!
Ethel: Well, hello Mrs. Peterson. I'm so sorry your husband
isn't feeling well. By the way, have the police finished
their investigation yet?
Marie: How did you know about it?
Ethel: My goodness! Grace was such a healthy child. She




(Setting: Parsonage living room. Chris seated on sofa asleep.
Marie in bedroom.)
(Knock at door, Chris answers door, enter waitress)
Waitress: Hello Chris. I do hope you’re feeling better today.
Chris: What are you doing here?
(enter Marie from bedroom)
Waitress: (faking tears, holding handkerchief)
I'm afraid I have some disappointing news for you.
It's all over between us. If you weren't married
it might be different. But I can't see a happy home
breaking up on my account. Besides, there are too
many women who can supply what I've been giving you,.
Chris: What in hell are you talking about?
Waitress: It's no use Chris, I need love. One day I'll
find a man willing to give it. Good-bye. (exit)
Chris: (to Marie) Well, you heard everything. . .
Marie: Don't come near me you unholy whoremonger!
Chris: (pause) You could be wrong, you know.
Marie: I imagine she could be the monger and you could, be
the whore I
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Chris: (pause) Why don't you just shut upl (sits in frustra¬
tion and disgust)
Marie: Will you listen to this, brothers and sisters. The
Right Reverend has been caught with his pants doim
(so to speak) and he seems to be getting up tight.
(Knock at door, Chris answers, enter parents)
Marie; Do come in Mom and Dad, There are some interesting
things I'd like to share with you about your son,
Chris: MarieJ
Catherine; (to Joseph) Maybe this is not a good time for us
to be here,
Chris: No. Mom and Dad I'd like for you to stay. Among other
things, Marie is upset by a disappointed prostitute
who tried to make it appear as if she and I were having
some kind of affair. I tried to assure Marie that
this was not the case. However, I've been unsuccessful
in doing so,
Catherine: (to Marie) I'm sure it's not as you think, Marie,
(Knock at door, Chris answers, enter Ethel and James)
Ethel: We hate to interrupt your little party, but we have
something of great importance to share with you.
James, I'll give you the honor.
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James: It appears that last night our Christian education
building was vandalized and then burned to the ground.
Catherine: Oh, my Godl (tears)
James: Interestingly enough, we discovered that the young
man Reverend hired to do light maintenance work, has
established himself as a pyromaniac with the police,,
Chris: As I recall Deacon, you gave me such perfect assurance
that you knew this young man's background, and you
strongly suggested that the church hire him,
James: Come now Reverend, there's no point in trying to place
the blame anywhere else than where it belongs. lou
hired the man, and therefore you must assume respons¬
ibility for the destruction he has caused. Now, I
have notified the board members and we'll be holding
a special meeting this evening to decide what we'll
do about you,
Chris: It won’t be necessary to hold any special meeting on
my account. I resign,
Ethel: Reverend, I'm sure that if you beg the church's for¬
giveness, they would at least consider keeping you
on as an interim pastor until they can find a replace-
m,ent,
Chris: The only thing I can regret about that fire is that
your fat ugly butt was not in it. Now get the hell
out of this house 1
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(Joseph exit to ‘bedroom)
Ethel: How dare you speak to me in that kind of language1
James and I have tried to befriend you and make things
easier for you, and this is the thanks we get. Dr,
Peterson, did you ever dream your son would come to
this?
(Joseph comes out of bedroom dancing to record, James & Ethel
exit in utter disgust. Catherine goes to turn stereo off.)
Catherine: You know you shouldn’t over exert yourself1
(Joseph moves over to assume seat near Chris at table)
Chris: I'm not quite sure v;hat to make of it all, (pause)
First Grace, then the break-in and the assualt to
Marie, the promiscuous waitress, now the fire, what
nextl?! (pause) None of it makes sense. (pause)
Life can be so kind and yet so cruel, so miraculous
and yet so miserable, so warm and yet so wretched,
Joseph: There are times when our only consolation comes in
knowing that God is the author of life. We need not
fret if we do not understand the one little sentence
our lives represent in the volumes and volumes of human
history. All we need know is the intent of the author.
Often a novelist allows deplorable events to occur
in his story to serve the over-all purpose of the




is how we must understand the authorship of God in the
midst of our own suffering.
Chris: I don't feel the ministry is something I can give my¬
self fully to now. Since I no longer have a congreg¬
ation, I don't have a problem, do I?
Joseph: The decision has to be yours, son. But I do hope that
you will give the matter ample consideration. Remem¬
ber that unexplained tragedy is not something peculiar
to you, but something universal in occurrence. (pause
to get Bible) Also consider God's answer to Job as
recorded in the 38th chapter:
(Joseph begins reading chapter with much involvement.
Marie is delirious and begins franctic search for
Grace.)
Chris: (Turning to Marie and Joseph respectively) Grace is
dead and so is your God!
Catherine: Joseph, I think we ought to be going now.
Joseph: Yes, I imagine you're right. (Joseph falls to floor
of an apparent heart attack)
Catherine: Joseph!
Chris: Dad!
Catherine: It's his heart. I know it's his heart
Chris: Horn, I think he's dead.




(Setting: Parsonage living room)
(Marie proposes a number of toasts—drinking, during which
Chris engages in somewhat bizarre behavior)
Marie: To us J
To Peaceful Valley Baptist Church I
To Grace our beloved daughter!
To Dad our departed ancestor!
To God and our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ!
To sugar and spice and everything nice! (drinks,
laughs at apparent rhyme scheme)
Chris: Once in a great while we find ourselves capable of
the impossible. This must be our once in a great while.
Funny though, I don't have much of a sense of accom¬
plishment, (pause) But surely I must be a success.
Where are the bright lights and loud fanfare? Will
we celebrate this great feat alone? We really should
be on our way to the parade. They'll be sending the
Grand Marshall's car for us, I'm sure, (pause) But
what should I wear? My tuxedo of course. Black is
always appropriate. The jacket really needs sending
to the cleaners and the slacks require slight alteration,
but maybe no one will notice. They'll all be too
busy cheering, taking pictures and asking for my auto¬
graph, A legend in my own time!
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Marie: To super-preacherI (exit to bedroom)
Chris: Yes, that's it! I'm Super-Preacher! And ministers
from all over the country will be converging upon
Peaceful Valley to honor me for my unprecedented con¬
tribution to clergical affairs. Even the President will
be sending a representative to convey congratulatory
remarks. We'll have nationwide television coverage!
All the newspaper headlines will read, "Peterson named
Super-Preacher of the year," (Marie returns with pistol
behind her back) And Marie, I want you there at ray
side at all times,
Marie: But shouldn't Grace and Dad be in the picture too?
Chris: By all means. By all means. Grace and Dad too!
Marie: I just felt we should all be in the picture together,
(shoots at Chris and then turns the gun on herself)




(Setting: Parsonage living room--furniture covered with sheets)
Chris: (holding guitar) What's happening to me? (pause)
Maybe it's all a nightmare, a bad dream. (pause)
No, its real . , .it's very real . . .it's too real,
(pause) And what in the world am I supposed to do
now? (pause) I don't know. I just don't know.
(Chris begins to hear voices--auditory hallucinations)
Ethel: Grace was such a healthy child, she couldn't have died
, without a little help. Wouldn't you say?
Joseph: The decision has to be yours son.
Waitress: I'm making you an offer it would be a sin to refuse.
James: We stopped by to officially welcome you to Peaceful
Valley.
Marie: Grace, Grace, Where are you, Grace?
(voices continue simultaneously until cutoff)
Chris: Shut upl (knock at door—enter Catherine)
Catherine: It's been several days since we've talked, (pause)
I just felt that, . ,I just felt that there's no point
in sulking the rest of our lives away. We've got to
pick up the broken pieces and make a fresh start at life.
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Chris: Moin, can't you face the facts? Dad, my father, your
husband, is deadl Marie, my wife, your daughter-in-law,
is dead! Grace, ray daughter, your granddaughter, is
deadl What life is there for me? What life is there
for you?
(silence)
Pick up the broken pieces, she says. . .make a fresh
start at life. (pause) I only wish I knew how. But
the more urgent question is, . why bother?
Catherine: Chris, you're 2? years old — 2? years old. In
those years you've known hardship, heartbreak, lone¬
liness, deprivation, and deep, deep bereavement,
(pause) But you've also known the gladness of having
even a few people who understand and accept you for the
person that you are, , .the quiet joy of each rising
and setting of God's beautiful sun, . .the precious
memories of the goodness of God to all of us, . .
(recording of simultaneous voices, Catherine continues
speaking, unaware of the hallucination, Chris covers
his ears)
Chris, listen to me. , .please! God knows I'd do any¬
thing if it were possible to bring our family back.
But I can't. (pause) But let me tell you something,
Christopher Peterson. If you would have your father
live again, then let the principles which he lived for
be an undying part of your own life. If you would have
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Catherine: Marie beside you this very moment, then let the
(con't)
love which you shared increase your capacity for love
now. If little Grace's stay on this earth will reach
eternity then let her birth symbolize a fresh life
for Christopher Peterson,
And believe me, son, I've seen the lightning flashing.
And I've heard the thunder roll, I've felt sins breakers
dashing, trying to conquer ray soul. But then I heard
the voice of Jesus telling me still to fight on. He
promised never to leave me. Never to leave me alone.
Chris: The world's fierce winds are blowing—temptations
sharp and keen. I feel a peace in knowing my Savior
stands between; He stands to shield me from danger,
when earthly friends are gone. He promised never to
leave me, never to leave me alone,
Catherine & Chris: No, never alone. No, never alone. He







The opening scene presents somewhat of a "Garden of
Eden" appreciation of and openness to life. The simple love
and affection which Chris and Marie display toward one another
certainly suggests the innocence of the situation. There is
a purpose and integrity of human existence. Personhood is not
accidental, but rather an Integral part of the universe. The
garden of Chris' and Marie's marriage is brightened by many
flowers, particularly the one named "Grace". The name of the
infant is not coincidental. But is rather informed by the
existential necessity of grace in the midst of human estrange¬
ment. Therefore it is doubly appropriate for Marie to speak
of the "completeness" which "little Grace" has given their
marriage.
In theatrical terminology, James and Ethel Paine
represent the antagonists. In remaining consistent with our
reference to the Garden of Eden, James and Ethel take on the
form of the serpent: crawling on their bellies (lowliness
of intent) in and out, down and around, across and under
every possible surface in pursuit of prey. They represent an
instance of discrepancy between appearance (concerned members
of the congregation) and actuality (serpents), Chris and Marie
are not fooled, but view the Paines as part of the "challenge
of the ministry" which they must learn to meet face on.
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Scene 2
The installation provides the first occasion upon which
we may contemplate two very important ideas related to the
question of theodicy: providence and omnipotence. The con¬
clusion of elder Peterson's sermon mentions "acknowledging
God’s providential, redeeming activity among the people of
faith," being provided with "the ever available strength to
proclaim His salvation," The nature of the providence and
omnipotence is somewhat elaborated upon in the recitation of
Psalm 121, Without detailed exegesis of the passage, the
listener is assured that if he would acknowledge and totally
situate himself in dependence upon the Lord, his foot will
not be moved. He will be assured 24 hour security surveillance.
Disease and dis-ease will be foreign to his life style. The
Lord who created the heavens and the earth will preserve him
from all evil.
The theme is restated in the benediction,"Now unto Him
that in able to keep you from falling," (Therefore, if one
falls, God could have prevented it,) "And to present you
faultless before the presence of His glory with exceeding
great joy," (Therefore, grace, truth, and mercy abound.)
The Lord God will supply all of our needs. We can never
stray from His care. For He has destined us to be His sons
and daughters through Jesus Christ,
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Scene 3
The possibility and actuality of grace begins to take
on added significance, Marie calls attention to the deep
appreciation which the grandparents have of their granddaughter.
Suddenly, Grace's life appears precarious, and Marie's cer¬
tainty about life equally uncertain. Marie would like to say
that if it's God's "will" that her baby is sick, she is able
to resign herself to that fact. However, the baby's young
tender age poses a block in her understanding of God's ration¬
ality,. God's giving His only begotten Son does not quite
necessitate the event, (Note the irony of Catherine's offer
of aspirin and Marie's refusal on the basis of her need for
answers. This pokes fun at our culture's thriving and yet
unfulfilling dependence on "a pill for every problem" i.e.
pharmacological agents.)
It is interesting that Marie recalls her own guilt of
a few days earlier and choses to interpret this as a premonition
of impending doom. The impression she creates is that of a
God who is without mercy, and certainly without grace. A
God who keeps careful accounting of human actions and is quick
to demonstrate His "angry wrath" upon the unfaithful. Marie's
notion is reinforced by the fact of Grace's death, and cer¬
tainly by the course of events which follow.
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Scene 4
During the funeral, the Scripture reference (II Kings
4:18-26), the prayer, as well as the musical selection ("When
Peace Like a River"), all carry the common plea for acceptance
of Grace's death. It is not requested that the circumstances
be removed or that persons engage heavily in pretense. But
rather that the family of the deceased come to a wholesome
accommodation of the loss of one of its members, A central
function of the eulogy is to provide the necessary understand¬
ing to undergird that acceptance.
The first point of the sermon is paramount to our
discussion of theodicy: the finitude of human existence,
which entails limitation in power and knowledge. The inability
of man to disturb the earth's orbit or to make a rose live
longer would certainly indicate his helplessness in the face of
many forms of pain and suffering. Yet the definitions of
his existence require an amount of allegiance to the unalter¬
able, leaving open other possibilities in the expenditure
of time and energy. Hence,, persons are yet afforded some
degree of productivity. And finally is the importance of
persons being in touch with their capacity to regulate their
actions and reactions in relation to life's circumstances.
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Scenes 5 and 6
The initial discussion between Chris and Marie in the
restaurant once again points to the essential character of
grace in their lives: "on that Easter Sunday morning we
received her as a gift from God." Unquestionably it is the
unmerited aspect of grace that makes it qualitatively indis¬
pensable, And paradoxically enough, an Easter celebration
of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ vrould call attention to
his "necessary" death on the cross. But Grace is dead and
there is no immediate sign of her return.
Does the possibility of another child adequately state
the goodness of life or the productivity of a marriage?
However, in light of Marie's reservation about more children,
Chris does make the valid observation that life does not
offer a guarantee that unhappiness will not repeat itself.
Once again we are confronted with Marie's charge of the in¬
explicability of Grace's absence, "We haven't been such
horrible people." "If only Grace were alive." And yet
Chris wants to believe with all that is in him, that God did
not vmnt the baby to die. Marie's reply, "Then why did He
let it happen? He's supposed to be omnipotent I"
Little to Chris'and Marie's knov^ledge, the trouble is
just beginning. The waitress is "sincere" in her remark,
"I have ways of making it very difficult for men who do not
comply with my requests." Perhaps this presents an instance
of human decision in which "you're damned if you do, and
damned if you don't." So once again we must question God's
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rationality and justice in a circumstance in which even the
most conscientiously religious and/or ethical individual may
suffer even if he does not yield to the temptation. Certainly
the sexual assault to Marie and the robbery met all the resis¬
tance she was capable of, but there was no help. She was
not "kept from all evil,"
Scenes 7 and 8
Obviously Psalm 13 well expresses Chris' feeling of
despair, abandonment, defeat, and anger. The passage ends
with the psalmist's statement of trust in the Lord's stead¬
fast love. But the preceding complaint appears more dominant
in what Chris(t) is experiencing. Psalm 22 could have easily
been substituted: "My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken
me?" Joseph's prayer picks up on the idea of God's "hidden
presence," It is somewhat mysterious that something can be
hidden (not readily accessible to open recognition, concealed,
masked) and yet present (immediate in participation, near).
Joseph requests that persons be assured that God will never
leave nor forsake them. In light of the course of events
to this point, there is a need for qualification of v;hat
value such a presence has.
There is irony present in the choice of musical selection,
"The Lord is Blessing Me." Once again, traditional ways of
defining "blessing" (everything's going all.right) are called
into question. "He woke me up this morning and started me
on my way. The Lord is blessing me, right now." Without
clarification of what blessing is, God might very will be
replaced by a loud alarm clock! Painstakingly, Chris comes
to this very awareness in his attempt to deliver the sermon,
and is unsuccessful in completing the message.
And "naturally" the waitress and the Paines are not too
far away. The waitress's insinuation of an extra-marital
affair culminates in the visit to the parsonage and the outright
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confession of an uncommitted crime. Ethel's insinuation that
Grace's death was not so "unexplained" climaxes also in a
visit to the parsonage and the wrongful placing upon Chris,
full responsibility for the destruction caused by a pyromaniac.
Hence, Chris' and Marie's problems are compounded by persons
who have "professionally" assumed the role of antagonist.
Also important to mention is Chris' statement of the
contradictory nature of life and his father's response:
"Life can be so kind, and yet so cruel, so miraculous and yet
so miserable,so warm and yet so wretched." "Remember that
unexplained tragedy is not something peculiar to you, but
something universal in occurence. Also consider God's answer
to Job. ..." Just as the child's death had twofold meaning,
the same is the case with the death of Joseph (The Father).
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Scenes 9 and 10
In Scene 9 we find Chris (slightly) and Marie (heavily)
under the influence of alcohol, Chris' "delusions of grandeur"
are to be given our attention, particularly in light of how
antithetical his statements are to the reality of the situation,
A "Super-Preacher" to be honored and congratulated for "unprec¬
edented contributions to clergical affairs" serve to point
only to the family's outstanding enounter with trouble.
In Scene 10 it is certainly understandable that Chris
would like to deny the events of the last two weeks of his
life as if they had never occurred. However, he does not
allow himself to escape the fact that life sometimes has a
bitter, bitter taste. And yet Catherine emerges as the vehicle
by which some amount of hope is transported. The message
which she brings is similar to that of the prayer which Joseph
offered in Scene 7: that we are not alone. Even though in
moments of adversity God's presence may seem hidden from us.
We are assured by His Holy Spirit that we are never alone.
The motivation to go on is received from deriving whatever





The astute theological mind may recognize that although
"Hidden Presence" may contain several ways of approaching the
concept of theodicy, much more important are the questions
raised. In a very real sense, even the last scene of the play
does not present a "resolution" of the problem of theodicy.
For as previously pointed out, we must qualitatively determine
the value of discovering ourselves "never alone," Even if we
value this "presence" as God's participation in human existence,
sharing our grief as well as joy, we will have not completely
addressed the issue of why evil occurs in the first place.
Too often even the most devout of persons carelessly and
irresponsibly mouth easy answers to life's most pressing questions.
The black community is certainly no exception to the rule.
Constant appeals to the "Lord's will" or the "Lord's word" or
things getting better "by and by" flow from the lips of thousands
of black people without apparent sensitivity to their own
wretchedness or that of others. Just as in Scene 3 Marie
wanted to know and yet she did not v;ant to know the fate of
her child, so many of us would rather ignore the fact that
life is often very ugly, and dissonant with the notion of a
universal symphony of God's love, justice, and omnipotence.
It would certainly be difficult to isolate any singular
Biblical approach to theodicy. However, in relating "Hidden
Presence" to the Biblical witness, we may call attention to
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two instances of the matter at hand. First, we may recall the
fate God allowed to befall Israel for her unfaithfulness., Yet
this was also a way of redeeming her. And secondly, we may
\
refer to the supreme paradox of the Christian faith: Jesus
Christ's crucifixion,death, and resurrection. Both of these
citations, including the classical treatise of Job point more
to the general disposition which is to characterize the believer,
and do not tell us fully why pain and suffering occur.
Certainly a complete exposition of all the theological
implications of "Hidden Presence" goes beyond the scope of
this essay. What I have attempted to reflect by way of analysis
and conclusion are my personal reactions and.interpretations
as writer, director, and actor in a production of,the play,
I may hasten to add that I am sure that there are persons
within the cast I performed with, who would disagree with
some of my interpretations. But why should disagreement be
necessarily regarded as negative? There are as many inter¬
pretations of a work of art as there are interpreters to say
something about it. Fortunately the art form exists as a
viable medium of theological communication.
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